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Abstract

The openings (and closure for the latter) of the Panama and Suez canals were
major episodes for world trade. However, little attention has been given by be
the trade literature to the subject. The question is interesting in itself because
these episodes reshuffled the cards of international trade but also because their large
magnitudes make them ideal episodes to study the evolution of trade cost and their
impact on welfare. We estimate first the trade creation and the welfare gains that
can be attributed to the openings of the Suez and the Panama Canals. We take
advantage of the changes in maritime distances to identify the distance elasticity
of trade. This identification strategy allows us to control for unobserved country
pair characteristics. We then structurally estimate a trade model to find the general
equilibrium trade and welfare effects. The results show that the United Kingdom
and its Asian colonies were the major winners with the opening of the Suez Canal.
Countries along the Pacific coast of South-America were among the major winners
of the opening of the Panama Canal. Finally, we use our estimations of the trade
elasticity to characterize its evolution over time. Estimations of the gravity equation
have consistently found an increase of the distance elasticity coefficient starting in
1950. Contrary to this distance puzzle, we show that the distance elasticity sharply
decreased between 1950 and 1990 when unobserved country pair characteristics are
accounted for.
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1 Introduction

It has been claimed that the opening of the Suez Canal on November 17th, 1869 and the
Panama Canal on July 12th, 19201 are major breakthroughs in the history of international
trade (Fletcher, 1958, Maurer and Yu, 2008). No study, however, has quantified the
impact of these inter-oceanic canals on international trade patterns and welfare. This
is the question we tackle in this paper. We proceed in three steps. First, we estimate
counterfactual trade patterns, had the canals not been opened. Second, we compute the
variation of countries’ import openness that can be attributed to the canals. Third, we
use a general and structural trade theory to estimate the impact of the rise of trade on
welfare at the country level.

We estimate counterfactual trade patterns in both a partial and a general equilibrium
framework. In the partial equilibrium approach, we assume that only the country pairs for
which bilateral distance was reduced by the canals were affected. This approach therefore
only leads to positive (or zero) trade creation. In the general equilibrium approach, we
consider the indirect effect of the canals on the allocation of trade flows. In this approach,
and while most countries benefit from increased trade flows, some may also have been
negatively affected.

We model the impact of the canals as an asymmetric change of maritime distance
across country pairs. We use the gravity model to identify the elasticity of trade to mar-
itime distance, using the shock of the openings. As in Feyrer (2011), we identify the
maritime distance elasticity in the time dimension. This identification strategy allows
us to impose bilateral fixed effects to control for time-invariant distance-related factors.
Specifically, the bilateral effects control for features such as long-run cultural commonal-
ities and trade policies.

In order to obtain the "Partial equilibrium Trade Impact" (hereafter: PTI), we simply
combine the distance elasticities with counterfactual maritime distances in order to map
world trade, had the canals not been opened. In the general equilibrium approach, we also
consider trade reallocation effects. Specifically, we use the iteration method developed by
Head and Mayer (2014) to estimate changes in the multilateral resistance terms empha-
sized in the structural gravity literature since the seminal paper of Anderson and van
Wincoop (2003). Their method also accounts for the adjustment of income to changes
in trade costs. Head and Mayer (2014) coin this method "General equilibrium Trade
Impact" (hereafter: GETI).

We then use counterfactual trade flows to compute counterfactual aggregate trade
at the country level. Relating changes in imports to GDP data, we compute changes
in import openness ratios. We use these estimates to compute our partial equilibrium
welfare gains.

1The Panama Canal formally opened on August 15th, 1914; but it was only fully opened to commercial
traffic on July 12th, 1920.
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In the final step, we draw upon recent literature that relates trade creation to welfare
gains using a theoretical approach. Arkolakis et al. (2012) show that in a broad range of
trade models, the welfare effect of trade can be obtained using two sufficient statistics: the
variation of the import openness ratio and the elasticity of trade with respect to distance
(hereafter: trade elasticity).

We perform our estimations using a subset of the underlying data from Hugot (unpub-
lished, 2014)2. The data set includes bilateral trade, aggregate trade and GDP reported
in current British pounds, as well as bilateral maritime distances with and without the
Suez and Panama Canals.

The literature on the economic impact of the Suez Canal is very limited. Fletcher
(1958) argues that the Suez Canal had three effects. First, as "almost without exception,
the Suez Canal was an all-steamer route", the opening of the canal "made the transition
from sail to steam sharp and decisive, and brought it about in the decade 1870-1880 3".
Second, the Suez Canal lead to a reduction of entrepôt trade that hit particularly hard
British merchants: "The Continental nations freed themselves from London by making
their importations directly by way of the Suez Canal4". Finally, "the canal, in bringing
India nearly six thousand miles closer to western Europe, vitally altered the pattern of
trade relations which had previously existed5", to the great benefit of the United Kingdom.
Anecdotal evidence from The Economist confirm this insight: "The canal had been cut
by French energy and Egyptian money for British advantage6". Our estimates of welfare
gains confirm that the United Kingdom was the country that gained the most from the
Suez Canal, directly, but also due to its colonies in Asia.

The literature on the economic impact of the Panama Canal is more developed. As
"only 25 percent of all cargo passing through the canal traveled non-U.S. routes7", Maurer
and Yu (2008, 2011) argue that most of the impact of the Panama Canal concentrated
on the United States. They find welfare gains for the United States in the range of 27 to
147 million of 1925 constant U.S. dollars per year for the 1921-1937 period. They do not,
however, replicate the exercise for other countries.

In section 2, we estimate the maritime distance elasticity. In section 3, we obtain
counterfactual trade flows using a partial equilibrium (PTI) and a general equilibrium
(GETI) approach. In section 4, we discuss the structural method we use to obtain welfare
gains and comment on the results. Section 6 provides concluding remarks.

2An extensive discussion of the data can be found in appendix D.
3pp.558 and 563.
4p.566.
5pp.567-568.
6The Economist, XXVII, 1869.
7p.702.
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2 Maritime distance elasticity

In this first step, we identify the elasticity of trade with respect to maritime distance
using the shock of the opening of both canals. In the next section, we use this elasticity
to obtain counterfactual trade patterns, as if the canals had not been opened.

We implement the method used by Feyrer (2011) to estimate the elasticity of trade
with respect to maritime distance in a gravity framework. Specifically, Feyrer (2011)
relies on the variation of distance across years to avoid the traditional bias of distance
elasticities estimated in the cross-sectional dimension. Indeed, distance is correlated with
transportation costs but also with a variety of other factors that affect trade patterns.
In particular, distance is correlated to linguistic and cultural similarities as well as to
trade policies. Building upon this intuition, Feyrer (2011) considers the closure of the
Suez Canal following the Six-Day War (1967-1975) as a natural experiment. He identifies
the effect of distance on trade using the change of maritime distance across years. This
unusual feature for a measure of distance allows him to include bilateral fixed effects in
a gravity equation. Those fixed effects control for the factors that impact trade and that
are related to distance in the long run. In turn, his estimates reflect more accurately the
actual impact of maritime distance on trade flows.

The method introduced by Feyrer (2011), however, suffers from one caveat: it fails
to control for the multilateral resistance terms emphasized by the theoretical gravity
literature8 since the seminal paper of (Anderson and van Wincoop, 2003). Indeed, it
seems intuitive that bilateral trade should not only be affected by bilateral factors but also
by every country’s alternative options for allocating its trade. In the structural gravity
literature, this idea is taken into account through multilateral resistance terms. The
inward resistance term reflects the overall accessibility of the destination market. The
outward resistance term reflects the overall accessibility to world destination markets.
Hence controlling for these terms appears necessary to obtain reliable estimates. Feyrer
(2011) estimates a gravity equation with bilateral time-invariant fixed effects as well as
year effects. This specification does not control for the multilateral resistance terms as
they are country-year specific. Following Baldwin and Taglioni (2006), we use two sets
of origin and destination country effects, interacted with year fixed effects. These fixed
effects perfectly control for the monadic and time varying determinants of trade, including
multilateral resistance terms.

We begin with the structural gravity equation from Head and Mayer (2014). This equa-
tion is general-enough to be derived from various trade models, including national product
differentiation (Anderson and van Wincoop, 2003), monopolistic competition (Krugman,

8For a review of the gravity literature, see: Head and Mayer (2014).
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1980), but also the Ricardian model (Eaton and Kortum, 2002) and heterogeneous firms
models (Chaney, 2008, Melitz and Ottaviano, 2008):

Xijt =
Yit Xjt

Pit Πjt

τ εijt (1)

where Yit and Xjt are respectively the origin and the destination market sizes. Pit =∑
l

τεilt Xlt
Πlt

is the outward multilateral resistance term and Πjt =
∑

l

τεljt Ylt

Plt
is the inward

multilateral resistance term. l index third countries. τijt is the bilateral trade cost, and ε
is the trade elasticity.

We model trade costs as follows:

τijt = DISTαijt × Zij × ηijt (2)

where DISTijt is the bilateral effective maritime distance in year t. Zij reflects the
time-invariant bilateral unobservable components of trade costs, together with their
respective elasticity to trade costs. etaij reflects the bilateral time-varying unobservable
components of trade costs.

Imposing bilateral directional fixed effects (FEij), as well as origin and destination
country-year effects (FEit and FEjt), we estimate the following equation using the Poisson
estimator:

Xijt = FEij + FEit + FEjt + β lnDISTijt + ln ηijt (3)

where β = α× ε is the maritime distance elasticity estimated in the time dimension. ηijt
is the error term that captures the bilateral time-varying components of trade costs that
are not related to distance. Note that FEij perfectly controls for Zij and that FEit and
FEjt respectively perfectly control for the monadic determinants of trade, including GDP
but also multilateral resistance terms. The estimated coefficients from equation (3) can
therefore be considered as structural estimates.

The choice of the Poisson estimator is motivated by the presence of zeros in the trade
matrix. For each canal, we estimate equation (3) on unbalanced samples covering 16 years.
The unbalanced samples cover the 8 years before the opening of the canals, plus 8 years
after the opening. For the Suez Canal, the unbalanced sample covers 1862-1878. For the
Panama Canal, the unbalanced sample covers 1913-1929. We also provide results using
balanced sample covering 9 years of data. The balanced samples cover 1 year before the
opening, and 8 years after the opening. For the Suez Canal, the balanced sample covers
1868-1878. For the Panama Canal, the balanced sample covers 1919-1929. As both canals
opened in the course of the year, we drop the years of opening to limit potential bias.
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Table 1 reports the resulting sea distance elasticities. For the Suez Canal, our estimates
lie around 0.5, close to those found by Feyrer (2011)9. These elasticities are about two
times smaller than those usually estimated in the literature. This comes from the fact
that distance-related time-invariant characteristics have been absorbed by the dyadic fixed
effects. The distance coefficients we obtain are therefore a priori not affected by factors
that are negatively correlated with distance, such as cultural proximity. In turn, the β
coefficient solely reflects the trade-reducing effect of maritime distance. For the Panama
Canal, we find elasticities close to -1. All the coefficients are significant at the 0.05 level.

RHS = Trade flows Suez Suez Panama Panama

Distance elasticity -0.54∗∗∗ -0.38∗∗∗ -1.23∗∗∗ -2.33∗∗∗

(0.11) (0.09) (0.08) (0.56)

Observations 12,952 4,530 37,761 10,468
Country pairs 1,221 453 4,045 1,047
Flows affected 100 45 135 67

Sample 1862-1878 1868-1878 1913-1929 1919-1929
Estimation Poisson Poisson Poisson Poisson
Panel Unbalanced Balanced Unbalanced Balanced
Directional pair effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Table 1: Maritime distance elasticity estimates

3 Counterfactual trade

3.1 Partial Trade Impact (PTI)

Once equipped with maritime distance elasticities, we can map counterfactual trade, had
the canals not been opened. Replacing the actual distance by the distance without the
canal in equation (3) yields the PTI. For the country pairs for which distance was reduced,
we obtain the associated (partial equilibrium) trade-creation. For the country pairs that
are not directly affected by the canal, counterfactual trade is equal to actual trade. For
both canals, we use the maritime distance elasticity estimated with the unbalanced sample.
We extend counterfactual trade predictions out of the sample. Specifically, when data is
not available for each year in the unbalanced sample we use the fixed effects to predict
actual and counterfactual trade.

Tables 2 and 3 respectively report our estimates of the PTI for the Suez and Panama
Canals. Figures 3 through 6 map the PTI, respectively for the Suez and the Panama
Canals. Figures 7 and 8 map the corresponding changes in import openness. By con-
struction, the countries that appear to be the most affected are those for which distance

9As a robustness check, we replicate the results from Feyrer (2011) in Table 6 (appendix A).
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to world markets was reduced the most.
For the Suez Canal, the most affected countries fall into two main geographical cate-

gories: Europe (United Kingdom, The Netherlands and France) and Asia (India, Japan,
Indonesia, China, Ceylon). It is worth noting that the combined share of the United King-
dom and its colonies accounts for about 75% of the trade creation. The United Kingdom
alone accounts for more than half of the overall trade creation. In terms of relative impact
on trade, India is the most affected with a rise in trade of 19.22%, followed by other Asian
countries in the range of 4 to 8%.

For the Panama Canal, the most affected countries fall into three main geographical
categories: Europe (United Kingdom, Spain, France, Belgium), countries on the western
coast of South-America (Chile, Peru, El Salvador, Bolivia) and countries in the Pacific
Ocean (New Zealand, Fiji, Hawaï). As for the Suez Canal, the United Kingdom benefits
from the largest trade creation (about 30% of the overall value). Together, countries along
the Pacific coast of South-America account for 38% of the overall trade creation. In terms
of relative impact on trade, again, the countries along the western coast of South-America
are the most affected, with trade rising between 18 and 37%.

3.2 General Equilibrium Trade Impact (GETI)

Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) develop a general equilibrium approach for estimating
trade in a border less world. Specifically, they take into account the bilateral impact
of trade costs, but also the adjustments through multilateral terms. Indeed, a change
in bilateral trade costs also impacts third countries through their market accessibility,
both as a source and as a destination market. Besides multilateral resistance terms, the
income of third countries is also affected by any change in bilateral trade costs. In turn,
the GETI yields counterfactual trade for all country pairs, not just those that are directly
affected by the change in maritime distance. Let us begin with the general framework of
structural gravity, from Head and Mayer (2014). For the sake of simplicity, we remove
time subscripts:

Xij =
Yi Xj

Pi Πj

τ εij (4)

Recall that Pi =
∑

l

τεil Xl
Πl

is the outward multilateral resistance term and Πj =
∑

l

τεlj Yl

Pl

is the inward multilateral resistance term.

Of course changes in bilateral trade costs (τij) directly impact bilateral trade (Xij).
But they also indirectly impact trade for third countries, through multilateral terms’
adjustments. Indeed, Pi and Πj are expenditure-weighted averages of relative access.
This means that when any bilateral trade cost changes, the overall market access also
changes. In turn, the entire trade pattern of the country changes, not just the bilateral
trade that was affected in the first place. As a consequence, the PTI, that simply uses the
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coefficients on τij to estimate counterfactual trade, does not account for the full impact
of changes in trade costs.

We use the method introduced by Dekle et al. (2007) to estimate counterfactual trade
patterns in general equilibrium. As highlighted in Head and Mayer (2014), while the
main objective of Dekle et al. (2007) is to perform counterfactual welfare experiments,
the procedure yields general equilibrium counterfactual trade flows as an intermediate
step. For the reduction of maritime distance due to the opening of inter-oceanic canals,
the ratio of actual to counterfactual trade flows is given by10:

GETIij =

(
DISTij
DIST ′ij

)β
× PiΠj

P ′iΠ
′
j

×
Y ′iX

′
j

YiXj

(5)

where terms with an apostrophe are counterfactuals. Counterfactual distances are di-
rectly observed. Counterfactual multilateral resistance terms and incomes are adjusted
by running a contraction mapping11. The first term of the right hand side is the PTI.
The second term reflects the adjustments of multilateral resistance terms. The third term
reflects income adjustments.

Using the GETI, however, comes at the cost of restricting the sample to a squared
matrix. Given the relative scarcity of trade data available for the years immediately
before and after the opening of both canals, we estimate the GETI on a matrix of 8
countries for the Suez Canal and 14 countries for the Panama Canal. Table 4 and 5
respectively report the GETI of the Suez and Panama Canals.

4 Welfare gains

In this section, we quantify the welfare impact of the Suez and Panama Canals. Arkolakis
et al. (2012) show that a large class of trade models, including Anderson and van Wincoop
(2003), Eaton and Kortum (2002) and Chaney (2008), leads to a common measurement
of the welfare impact that can be attributed to trade cost shocks. Because the welfare
estimator developed in Arkolakis et al. (2012) is valid both for perfect and monopolis-
tic competition settings, justifying which model and, in particular, which type of firm
competition modeling would be more pertinent at the time of the openings of the canals,
is not necessary. Second, the welfare estimator developed in Arkolakis et al. (2012) is
economical in terms of data, which makes it particularly suited to our historical study.

4.1 Partial equilibrium

Our partial equilibrium estimates of welfare gains simply rely on the Arkolakis et al.
(2012) equation:

10For a detailed explanation, see: Head and Mayer (2014), pp.34-38.
11We implement this procedure using Stata code from Head and Mayer (2014).
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Ŵj = π̂jj
1/ε (6)

where Ŵj is the change in real income, π̂jj is the change in the share of domestic expen-
ditures, and ε < 0 is the trade elasticity.

Equation (6) reads as follows: the more open to imports a country becomes (i.e. the
smaller π̂) and the smaller the reaction of trade to trade costs (ε), the larger the welfare
gains (Ŵ ). The rationale for equation (6) may be presented as follows. First, additional
imports exert a downward pressure on prices that benefits consumers thus increasing
welfare. Second, a large trade elasticity (ε) implies that any given change in trade costs
will result in smaller gains. Indeed, as the trade elasticity increases (in absolute terms),
trade becomes less responsive to any trade cost reduction. In this exercise, we use the
median trade elasticity found in the meta-study by Head and Mayer (2014) for structural
gravity estimations: -3.7812.

Using the PTI, we compute the changes in the share of domestic expenditures that
are due to the canals:

π̂jj =
Yj −

∑
iX
′
ij

Yj

/
Yj −

∑
iXij

Yj
(7)

where X ′ij is counterfactual bilateral trade. Note that in this partial equilibrium approach,
we do not consider the adjustments of income terms that result from trade cost changes
in the gravity equation.

Tables 2 and 3 respectively report our estimates of the PTI and welfare gains for the
Suez and Panama Canal, using equations (6) and (7).

Figures 9 and 10 map the welfare gains of both canals in partial equilibrium. Again,
the countries that appear to benefit the most are those for which the trade-weighted
distance to world markets has been shortened due to the canals.

4.2 General equilibrium

Dekle et al. (2007) develop a procedure to investigate the welfare effect of closing trade
deficits in a general equilibrium framework. Arkolakis et al. (2012) adapt this procedure
to estimate the welfare gains associated with trade cost reductions13. As in the above-
mentioned GETI, multilateral resistance terms adjust to changes in trade cost for third
country pairs, as well as income. The general equilibrium welfare impact is given by the
resulting variation of income.

12see: Table 5, p.33.
13We use the Stata code from Head and Mayer (2014) to implement this procedure.
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Country Extra trade Extra trade Import openness Welfare
(current £) (perc.) change (perc. pts.) change (perc.)

BEL 691 0 0 0
DEU 37,450 .03 0 .12
USA 191,710 .21 .01 .31
ESP 60,559 .32 .02 .49
THA 5,517 .49
RUS 365,923 .6
AUS 330,404 1.26 .26 7.85
FRA 2,766,000 1.67 .28 7.95
NLD 1,459,307 2.18 1.61 8.52
MUS 45,776 2.37
GBR 12,300,000 3.33 1.04 27.52
STRAITS 563,708 4.58
CHN 916,250 4.85
LKA 282,991 6.38
IDN 791,521 6.85
JPN 466,318 7.46 .34 8.4
REU 83,375 8.4
IND 5,877,353 19.22
MDG 1,562
INDOCHI 2,569
FRAIND 11,076
GBRWINDIES 25,494
IRN 28,261
PHL 162,338
HKG 464,907
Total 27,200,000

Table 2: PTI and associated welfare gains by country for the Suez canal: 1878
Ranked by the percentage increase in trade resulting from the opening of the canal

Here, we follows Head and Mayer (2014). They highlight that in all the models they
call structural gravity, the changes in the share of country j’s expenditures on country i’s
products that result from trade cost shocks write:

π̂ij =
(Ŷj τ̂ij)

ε∑
l πlj(Ŷlτ̂lj)

ε
(8)

where x̂ = x′/x denotes the change between the counterfactual and the actual situation.
πij is the share of country i’s expenditures on products from country j.

The market clearing condition implies that overall consumption equals the sum of im-
ports, including imports from self:

Ŷi =
Y ′i
Yi

=
1

Yi

∑
j

π′ijX
′
j (9)

Plugging equation (8) into (9) yields an equation for the equilibrium change in output
for each origin country i:
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Country Extra trade Extra trade Import openness Welfare
(current £) (perc.) change (perc. pts.) change (perc.)

DZA 299 0
DNK 17,774 .02 .01 .22
JPN 70,484 .03 .01 .16
AUS 63,000 .04 .01 .39
AUT 39,509 .04 .01 .27
NCL 692 .06
EGY 54,184 .09
ZAF 79,313 .1 .03 .99
CHN 108,072 .1
GLP 2,186 .12
ITA 358,937 .16 .02 .76
SWE 231,341 .24 .04 1.3
NLD 613,549 .27 .11 4.92
PYF 1,154 .29
DEU 2,006,019 .31 .05 1.62
NOR 189,914 .32 .08 2.68
USA 2,927,837 .32 .01 .38
BEL 745,535 .37 .15 5.96
FRA 1,723,920 .37 .06 1.93
ESP 500,187 .42 .05 1.36
CUB 161,735 .59 .21 7.86
GBR 8,413,013 .69 .18 5.92
NZL 625,207 1.28
FJI 45,573 3.13
SLV 694,876 18.75
BOL 922,104 17.53
PER 3,740,744 19.69
ECU 1,065,709 30.81
CHL 5,013,257 37.46 1.71 31.26
HWI 9,831
Total 30,500,000

Table 3: PTI and associated welfare gains by country for the Panama canal: 1929
Ranked by the percentage increase in trade resulting from the opening of the canal

Ŷi =
1

Yi

∑
j

π̂ijπijŶjXj =
1

Yi

∑
j

πijŶi
ε
τ̂ij

ε∑
l πljŶl

ε
τ̂lj

ε
ŶjXj (10)

where τ̂ij
ε is the inverse of the PTI of the opening of the canals: τ̂ij

ε = τ ′εij/τ
ε
ij =

1/
(
DIST ′ij/DISTij

)β.
Equation (10) applies to any country i, defining a system of equations that cannot be

solved analytically. Instead, Head and Mayer (2014) suggest to iterate until π̂ij stops
changing. For each country j, the resulting welfare effect is given by π̂jj

1/ε.

As emphasized by Anderson and van Wincoop (2003), taking into account multilateral
effects tends to reduce the estimated trade gains. In the end, the opening of both canals
result in overall welfare gains, but they also trigger losses for some countries. This is due
to trade diversion phenomena. The results of this exercise are bounded by the limited
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availability of GDP data. For the Suez Canal, the welfare impact ranges from -0.08%, for
Belgium, to +3.12%, for Japan (1878 data). For the Panama Canal the welfare impact
ranges from -0.29%, for India, to +2.21%, for Chile (1921 data).

Country ε = −2 ε = −3.78 ε = −5

BEL -0.08
USA -0.01
NLD 0.03
FRA 0.05
DEU 0.33
GBR 0.86
ESP 1.92
JPN 3.12

Table 4: GETI welfare effect of the Suez canal (percentage change)

While the gains resulting from the opening of the two canals seem small, they should
be related to the welfare estimates obtained from a counterfactual border less world. In
particular, our results should be compared to the estimation of the overall gains from
trade for the United States. Arkolakis et al. (2012) estimate that going from the present
level of openness to autarky would result in a mere 1.4% welfare gain for the year 2000.

Country ε = −2 ε = −3.78 ε = −5

IND -0.29
CAN -0.03
NLD -0.01
CHN 0.01
ESP 0.01
ITA 0.02
BEL 0.03
FRA 0.03
DEU 0.05
GBR 0.20
USA 0.85
JPN 0.89
CUB 1.02
CHL 2.21

Table 5: GETI welfare effect of the Panama canal (percentage change)

5 Evolution of the distance trade elasticity over time

and the Distance Puzzle

Figure 1 is taken from Head and Mayer (2014). It shows more than 2500 estimates of the
elasticity of trade to distance taken from nearly 160 different papers. While globalization
has become a common term both in academic and non academic circles, Figure 1 shows
that estimates of the distance elasticity using the gravity equation show an increasing
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Figure 1: Distance Puzzle

trend. The average estimate has indeed increased considerably since 1940 and even rely-
ing only on outliers does not allow to argue that the coefficient has decreased. Moreover,
the trend does not seem to depend on the samples or the method used.

There have been a number of proposed solutions to the distance puzzle. Buch et al.
(2004) argue that the decrease of the distance elasticity is indeed captured by a decrease
of the constant term. Bosquet and Boulhol (2013) show that using the PPML estimator
leads to a stable estimate of the distance elasticity. Carrère et al. (2009) advance that the
trade elasticity of distance has increased more for poor countries. However, the authors
do not show that it has decreased for rich countries. Yotov (2012) argues that when
domestic trade is taken into account in the estimations the coefficient of distance have
indeed decreased.

While these papers propose explanations that capture some underlying factors of the
distance puzzle some of its most surprising features remained unanswered. First, with
the exception of Yotov (2012), applying the selected corrections only leads to a stable
distance coefficient between 1960 and 2000 and does not permit to obtain a decreasing
distance coefficient (that would be expected during a globalization wave). Second, one
would expect the distance coefficient estimated at its lowest point during the first wave of
globalization to be higher than the same estimate during the second wave of globalization.
However, none of the proposed solutions to the distance puzzle leads to an estimated
distance coefficient that is lower during the second wave of globalization than during the
first.

These counterintuitive characteristics of the distance puzzle, and of the proposed solu-
tions cited above, disappear when one controls for unobserved country pair characteristics.
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Figure 2 plots the estimated distance elasticities together with distance elasticities also
estimated using maritime distance but in the cross-sectional dimension14. In particular
figure 2 shows the results of our estimations of the trade elasticity when taking advantage
of the time variation induced by the opening of the Suez and Panama canals and the
closure and reopening of the former in 1965 and 1975 respectively.

-1
.5

-1
-.5

0

1840 1860 1880 1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000

95% CI
Cross section estimation (Moving average over 7 years)
Longitudinal estimation (Unbalanced samples)
Longitudinal estimation (Balanced samples)

Figure 2: Maritime distance elasticity estimated in the cross section and in the time
dimension

Figure 2 is consistent with the hypothesis of two waves of globalization: the first one
starting around 1820 and ending in 1914 and the second starting in 1950 and still going on
today. Indeed the distance elasticities associated with the opening of the Suez Canal and
its later closure and reopening are considerably lower that the distance elasticities associ-
ated with the opening of the Panama Canal. Moreover the distance elasticity estimated
at the closure of the Suez Canal is much lower than the distance elasticity estimated
at its opening. The estimated distance elasticity of trade is therefore much lower today
than what it was at its lowest point during the first wave of globalization. This is an
intuitive finding despite previous estimations of the distance elasticity. In particular, our
estimation more closely reflect transport cost. The results indicate that transport costs
were around 50% lower in 1990 than what they were in 1860 (the lowest point during the
first wave of globalization).

14The cross-sectional maritime distance elasticities come from Hugot (unpublished, 2014).
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6 Conclusion

We estimate the trade elasticity of distance using the shock to maritime distance triggered
by the opening of both canals. Our preferred elasticities are -.54 and -1.23, respectively
for the Suez and the Panama Canal. Using these elasticities, we compute trade gains
in partial equilibrium and find that the United Kingdom and its empire benefited from
about 75% of the overall rise in trade consecutive to the opening of the Suez Canal. For
the Panama Canal, we find that the countries along the Pacific coast of South-America
benefited from 38% of the overall rise in trade.

We perform a general equilibrium counterfactual exercise to estimate the welfare gains
associated with the opening of both canals. Employing a structural estimation of a gravity
equation we take into account the general equilibrium effects associated with changes in
bilateral trade costs. In particular, we account for the indirect effects that are channeled
through the multilateral resistance terms and subsequent changes in income. For the Suez
Canal, we find a welfare impact ranging from -.08% to 3.12%. For the Panama Canal, we
find a welfare impact ranging from -.29% to 2.21%.

Re-estimating the trade elasticity for the closure of the Suez Canal (see Feyrer (2011)),
we obtain estimates of the trade elasticity, that control for unobserved pair characteristics,
at critical points of the two waves of globalization. These estimates allow us to character-
ize the evolution of the distance elasticity over time. Our results differ to previous findings
in two important ways. First, we find that the elasticity of trade to distance has indeed
considerably decreased during the second wave of globalization. Second, our estimations
show that the distance elasticity at its lowest point during the first wave of globalization
was around 100% higher than its lowest point of the second wave of globalization.

In a world where tariffs have already been considerably reduced, international trans-
portation infrastructures are one of the tools that remain in the hands of policy makers in
order to increase economic integration. Our preliminary results indicate that the welfare
gains arising from such infrastructures may be more limited than we thought.
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A Robustness checks

Feyrer Us Feyrer Us Feyrer Us

Distance elasticity -0.31∗∗∗ -0.17∗∗∗ -0.47∗∗∗ -0.10∗∗∗ -0.16 -0.20∗∗∗

(0.07) (0.02) (0.11) (0.02) (0.10) (0.03)

Country pairs 1,294 5,809 1,294 5,865 1,294 10,919
Observations 34,938 156,843 18,116 82,110 16,822 141,947
R-squared 0.91 0.92 0.91 0.93 0.90 0.89

Panel Balanced Balanced Balanced Balanced Balanced Balanced
Pair effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sample 1958-84 1958-84 1958-71 1958-71 1972-84 1972-84
Identification Both Both Closing Closing Opening Opening

Table 6: Replication of the results from Feyrer (2011)
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B Partial equilibrium absolute trade gains

Figure 3: Aggregate trade creation: Suez 1878 (current British pounds)

Figure 4: Aggregate trade creation: Panama 1929 (current British pounds)
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C Partial equilibrium relative trade gains

Figure 5: Changes in aggregate trade: Panama 1929 (percentage)

Figure 6: Changes in aggregate trade: Panama 1929 (percentage)
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D Partial equilibrium changes in import openness

Figure 7: Changes in import openness: Panama 1929 (percentage points)

Figure 8: Changes in import openness: Panama 1929 (percentage points)
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E Partial equilibrium welfare gains

Figure 9: Welfare gains: Suez 1878 (percentage)

Figure 10: Welfare gains: Panama 1929 (percentage)
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